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Love Me Do 

You may be asking, why the ball (rose) of pretty colored threads? 
 

 

 Let me begin our journey in this moment, by sharing with you my 
considerations and musings; what I've learned, or has popped into my 
awareness since Andrea and I shared a wonderfully healing moment 
together, I'm sure, some where along that journey, my reasoning will 
become clearer and my opening question as to why the rose, will embody 
into knowing.   

NOTE: This treatise, is treated with unproprietary chaordic "passion." 

A hanky or tissue is advised 
warranty and liability implied and expressed 

 The intent in composing this inner work synopsis, self-portrait, 
morphed into treatise, is to offer by the simple act of sharing with all of us 
members who are interested, other avenues or perspectives and examples 
of how and why I have come to understand, to my level and degree, what 
PanTerra D'Oro (PTDO) means by the phrase: Doing Inner Work, as well as 
to receive member feedback, for further consideration and learning.  By 
the way, continuing to read this treatise, means that you are inner 
working!  Our most valued co-creator, you, thanks you!   
 We each have our own unique way of doing inner work, the following 
examples of the process and considerations to building a rapport with 
Inner-Work, as I mentioned, is mine so far, it matures, moment-to-moment 
as I study, learn and embody, all that PTDO has to offer.  In other words, 



being able to re-contextualize current thinking patterns or ideas, into new 
life-sourced and life-giving, thoughts and actions and so, heal mine and the 
lives around me, is only capable of manifestation, through applied inner 
work. 
 
 I decided that in order to fully express myself and what I have 
learned since our moment together came to what some, without knowing,  
might call a close, I first needed to re-watch (3X's at least, a moment ago I 
completed my 4th, thereby, collapsing the sphere of my triangle of 
consideration, into a full bodied tangible creation.) our moment together; 
feel it, live it, learn from it, test my knowledge as a calibration of whether 
what I was doing to embody or transmute what I'd become aware of, into 
knowing, was working and why.   
 A picture, song, or even a single note or word, can often send me 
outside of the present, illusory moment, into deeper review of where I now 
"find myself", and this I know is something we all do.  From moment-to-
moment we all get lost in our memories or thoughts of the future, or what 
we want to say as we "listen" to one another, which is healing our trauma, if 
the moment allows, but can be otherwise, if in the moment, our focus is 
healthier back where we began our seeming flight of fancy, like back to the 
act of driving a busload of children.  
 The moment Andrea and I shared together, unabashedly, openly and 
honestly with all of our members of PTDO/KOD willing to share with us, in 
every moment there is, emerged from an unspoken presupposition of 
healing each other and those in resonance with our unified field, by 
knowing, having embodied to level and degree, that by merely sharing our 
perspectives, experimentation, and inner standing of what it means to 
each of us in our journey at this present moment, by the phrase, "doing 
inner work," that this apparently simple 'act' of rapport building, a 
conversation between two souls in the sanctuary of Divine Love, would 
mutually benefit us all.  Now, where did I hear that before? 

 By setting our intention, without prejudice to an agenda with 
singular focus on "to heal" and using a simple approach, honestly 
exposing our own journey to heal using the power of inner work, while 
having fun with it (no judgement), by offering examples of how we do inner 
work, what it means to us, what we focus on, what we expect, and how all 
of this inner honesty and non-judgemental approach to reaching the 
excellence in each of us, in the warm embrace of sanctuary, is truly very 
simple, however complicated our traumatized mind(s) may tell us 
different. 

 
 



 Rapport.  Rapport is, then healing is; Rapport is, then true 
communication (healing) is; Divine Love fuelling creation inspired by 
Rapport is; then, and only then does trauma transmute into a Life 
Lived with complete awareness in each moment and so Healed.  Sounds 
simple and it truly is, that simple.   
 
 A new member, just moments ago, helped me to embody this 
ubiquitous and undeniable truth to an exponential level, perhaps without 
him even being aware of how his energy when we were Zooming, was 
influencing my internal and external comprehension of something so 
seemingly straight forward, as the word rapport, and was I aware?  Well 
sure I was, three days later, but my point is, our energies were 
communicating, messages were being sent back and forth in the 
background, veiled to our conscious awareness, but there just the same.  I 
knew this communication existed, but now, I truly embody this 
understanding to an ever increasing exponential expansion of who I am 
and how I inner stand the inter-dependent, whole-system of rapport as 
THE KEY presupposition of creation, all creation. 
 

So it's a rose? Very pretty, somehow I'm lost in thought? 
 

 Before we all tangent or digress too far away from the pretty, 
lovingly handcrafted rose of healing colored living threads, let me share 
that once I truly analyzed Rapport, and knowingly knew, how on all levels, 
this simple idea, was in fact, in truth, the key to being able to more clearly 
see all of the seemingly separate or different pieces of the puzzle, as inter-
dependent whole-systems, and how this comprehension was seemingly 
veiled from my consciousness layers blind as I was in the illusion, even 
though I knew on the surface of the undeniable fact that they fit together 
and existed, I was now, able to exponentially embody how Rapport is the 
only presupposition needed with respect to creation and my further study 
of creation. Inner standing rapport as the key first step, or presupposition, 
leads to an ever expanding level of rapport, and in direct and equal 
proportion, healing.   

"Everything happens with Rapport." - "Rapport Is Healing Creation." 

 Rapport and our calibration of rapport with each other and 
everything around us, will only lead to more healing, quicker and with 
considered confidence in our steps moving forward, and so aid us 
tremendously in expanding our unified field without limitation.  The best 
part is, we relieve and release ourselves from judgement of our behavior, 
when we approach healing first, foremost and simply as rapport.   



 What's more, if we indeed need or want to heal, it takes only a (our 
own) willingness in sanctuary of Divine Love, but in truth, only the will or 
decision to act and then to act on that decision and honestly face, what we 
truly want to heal.  For example, a specific behavior or dis-ease, we feel or 
know is affecting our health.  By simply focussing our healing energy 
created by this overt act of doing inner work in Divine Love resonance, into 
strengthening and healing our rapport between that behavior or dis-ease, 
in order to change, or heal said behavior or dis-ease, while at the same time  
using the plethora of experienced healers and healing energies PTDO as a 
society has to offer, we will all heal that much sooner.  As well as stay 
healthy. 
 Focussing on building rapport, for me at least, is the only process or 
way for us to heal the obvious limitations of our present pure creative 
rapport having been traumatized by the illusion and our amnesia of who 
we truly are, from birth in this incarnation and those before, and moment-
to-moment as we live and breathe.   
 To be more clear, it is important for us all to remember that each of 
us determines in our own journey, when or if to begin healing, and if we as 
healers (heal first, then create anew), measure our success helping all of 
us heal, by the non-triggering calibration of our rapport, not whether or 
not the behavior/dis-ease we are healing still enters conscious awareness 
and/or overt actions, even after we feel we've understood its source, and 
have worked to correct it as we feel fits into our own journey, in every 
moment of now, then and only then, can true healing manifest. Plus, it will 
make our efforts that much easier, make it simpler for us all to see each 
other and see the road forward in the fog of our addictions to our old 
selves, who we thought we were, and ultimately our peaceful, healing 
creation will manifest and mobilize before we know it. 
  
 During our conversation, Andrea and I talked about how, that in 
resonance, many of our members (me included) have come to our ever 
open door to those in mutual benefit resonance, perhaps, at first to learn 
law, or to avoid losing their home, to deal with fines, to learn who they are, 
to heal, regardless of the reason(s) why, all arrived traumatized by their 
life experience the moment they knock on our door, consciously or 
subconsciously searching for truth and a helping hand in the sanctuary of 
non-judgement, only rapport.   
 
 Andrea created the GRWT Series healing entity, in part because she 
knew that inner work, going within ourselves first, is the only way to 
know and discern truth and that some of our members, all of us really, 
needed a new perspective or two, to understand and see that truth and 
how to go about finding it. Sharing that truth in mutual benefit, is why I 
volunteered "myself", when it was my 'time to appear;' her offer showing up 



in my awareness as a warm heart-felt invitation with no hidden agenda, 
just to heal. And, why I offer this living treatise, for your consideration.  

 I would have jumped at the chance a few months into acclimating 
myself with our Society back in 2017-ish, had the seed of Andrea's creation 
bloomed then, but I am so happy and totally convinced, that the 'universe' 
my creation, our creation, knew better, that I (and others in our society), 
in my (their own) journey blended into an inter-dependent whole-system 
of healing with all of your journeys, still needed time for me to more fully 
embody everything I was learning and that I still had more pieces to study 
and put together in the puzzle of "how it all fits together," in my continuing 
whole beingness focussed steps in said journey. Now, with the whole 
system of the simple word Rapport bubbling to the forefront of my 
awareness, I am so much better able to communicate what I was 
experiencing on every level of what is, then and now, and heal at the same 
time.   
 As I mentioned already, when I first became a member, as I describe 
as well in our conversation together, prompting this synopsis self-portrait 
as part of my inner work to heal, I originally joined PTDO to learn law, 
specifically trust law, but quickly learned that changing my status was 
more than what I considered to be law at that moment, paper-work.   
 
 Law and Spirituality seem like separate whole systems, but upon 
closer investigation, it becomes beneficially obvious they are one in the 
same, inseparable, just like freedom absolute and inner work, there is in 
truth, no polarity, and that though, this concept is not apparently obvious, 
or is embodied to level and degree in each of us, regardless, a big part of 
our challenge moving forward as PTDO/KOD in our mobilization of the 
Master Plan, is in my understanding, to focus on building rapport as our 
first step or presupposition.  And that if we are diligent and focussed in 
each moment, on the task at hand in each moment, (being a Full 
Participation Member) our plans will bloom before our eyes, sooner than 
we can ever imagine; it will just happen. Building rapport, builds 
chaordic, not chaotic, mutual benefit creation. 

 
 
 Andrea and I also explored how we dealt with our efforts to help 
those we knew, or at least thought, could help us in mutual benefit, our 
own families for example.  We spoke to how each of us, finally embraced 
and embodied into knowing and moment-to-moment action, that our 
families were just as traumatized as we were and that they were not our 
enemy, merely co-creators of the faulty family illusion.   



 We shared how each of us were dealing with this family-in-trauma 
situation we all find ourselves in as members of our Society and the world 
at large, and how our intentions and ability to heal waiver at times, 
because of our feelings of not being heard, of our own traumatized need to 
push our opinions on others, our genetics, past lives, gremlins, allowing 
our limitations to affect our growth, what have you, and also how within 
our own family, we each in our own way, were being unconsciously judged 
for the 'crazy or threatening' ideas we were promoting (us to black sheep) 
into the consciousness of a family hiding in fear.  A family, like deer in the 
headlights of an on coming vehicle, too afraid to face LIFE.  Andrea and 
Ken, in part created PanTerra D'Oro to heal their own family trauma, and 
this is another, veiled reason why I was 'unknowingly' drawn like a rose to 
the Sun, to their wisdom, knowledge and ability to rapport this into 
embodiment in others. 
 
 
 This new perspective, our family was not our enemy, allowed me, us, 
to see it all so differently. This inner reflection and non-judgemental 
analyses, offered an open window to a warm inviting summer breeze 
instead of a storm, or cleared an opening or doorway, to a hidden or 
different path, the path of Life; I or we just needed to step through the door 
at the end of the so-called path backwards saying good-bye to our former 
traumatized selves, but embodying the lessons learned, into life, or merely 
open the window wider and absorb everything we could of that inviting and 
healing breeze, as is our journey.  How? By doing the inner work, which I 
now embody more clearly, as well as the idea that by calibrating our 
success using our analyses of rapport, not the specific behavior /dis-
ease we are healing, mix in our focussed intent, will and deeds, 
together we can build and expand our rapport and thereby build and 
continue to manifest the world we know we are here to create in this ever 
present moment of now, the Master Plan.   
 
 
 Among the myriad topics Andrea and I also reviewed, charodically 
making it up and having fun as we go, were: fear, fear of being alone or not 
part of the group, fight or flight, cognitive dissonance leading to the deer in 
headlights reaction, trust issues, what it means to be a Full Participation 
Member of PTDO, as well as, what I experienced growing up being told I 
was a Roman Catholic French-Canadian with First People Maliseet added 
in my 40 year old awareness, and how that influenced my trauma, how I 
dealt with living in a pro-English Canada and world, what de-fences had I 
created, plus, when do we know we are harming not healing as we work to 
help each one we approach or interact with along our journey.   



 Our discussion, in a real time moment, led to me understanding more 
why I was intrinsically drawn to move to Campbellton, NB, to find myself 
right in the middle of French, English/Scottish and First Peoples genetic 
fusion in real time.  A living laboratory of opportunities to learn about 
myself and the world I created around me, if I chose to experiment, of 
course, while I hid in sanctuary, from the 'real' world of the so-called big 
city madness.   
 Opting for yes, I felt better. So, I acted and, inner work at my side, as 
it were, all of a sudden this idea, or extra reason for why I felt the need to 
leave the 'big' city, Ottawa, ON so many years ago, downloads into my 
consciousness as we interacted or I got what I am promoting I call, an 
inner working pop up window of "hey look here as this up-to-now, unseen 
variable, fits into your equation!" 
 For me, one of the biggest take-away or lesson learned, from all of 
our topics of discussion is, remembering to focus on those we interact with, 
with every part of us, in other words starting within, before going without, 
because it is by this elegantly simple process, that we heal ourselves and 
others to boot. To boot: also, added to, bonus, 2 pieces of outdoor footwear?, 
the act of kicking, taboo mis-spelled?.  
 

And now a word from our co-creator: christian roger House Ouellet 
(Une traduction en Français est disponible - French translation available upon request). 

  
 My grand-daddy Wilfred, on my mom's side, who was a great family 
man and loved to tease and joke and smile and spend time with us, would 
often offer us grand-kitties just before supper, candy, potato chips, 
chocolate or a piece of cake, as a joke, to tease us (and our mom's) and test 
us all in fun.   After we, as polite catholic follow the orders of mom and dad 
or else "god" will punish you, said no each time he offered us something 
else, he always finished his offer to contract with, "How about a good swift 
kick in the ass?" 
 I share this piece of comedic history for many reasons, but for me, 
after doing the inner work, to see the hidden messages or treasure, in 
every single memory or idea that pops into my brain, I came to realize that 
my grandfather was teaching us that making a decision is something that 
must be considered on all levels.  Sure, we all wanted cake or candy, and 
were 'afraid' to disappoint our parents and this god they wanted us to 
embody through faith (some cousins believe as is their choice, their 
journey), but, we also knew even as children, sure, not completely, that 
candy and cake would not provide the nutritional value, our young growing 
bodies needed to stay healthy and thrive, and the kitchen aromas, smelled 
more inviting than hard candies.   



 I know I didn't fully comprehend at 5-59 years old, what all of this 
meant, but, that joke has stuck with me.  Why?  Because my beingness 
knew I needed to further reveal the lessons, study them, to grow into 
embodiment and action the lessons in the message.  My investigation, or 
inner work, has led me to the conclusion, that fully aware or not, our 
grandfather was teaching us how to make good decisions, using careful full 
beingness consideration, before we act and to boot, if I took a moment to 
consider and understand why, certain thoughts or a joke, in this case, keep 
coming back into my awareness and simply knowing that my universe is 
sending me a message, and that in time and inner work consideration, I 
will embody the lessons, and the message or sign, will no longer be a part of 
my, where is that coming from scatter-brained trauma induce way I've 
lived all my life until now. 
 The other reason I share this moment or memory of my childhood: 

Humor is both a builder and a calibration of our rapport. 

 And Wilfred knew rapport.  I had never before met a lot of the people 
who showed up to bid him farewell, when he was ready to and did, move 
onto the next road of his journey in existence.  We all knew and loved 
Wilfred because of his glowing inner standing of rapport, he treated 
everyone he met the same, without judgement or fear or hidden agenda, 
(hanky, where did I put you?) giving each of them (me, us) all of himself.  
Like my own father, Maurice Roger, in many ways Wilfred's twin, I miss 
them dearly, but that's the point, it means they taught me soooo much, that 
equity imputes an obligation, that obligation?, for me to inner stand what 
they taught me with respect to the power of rapport, how to build it, how to 
grow it, what it means to me, [we seem to be experiencing technical 
difficulties...hanky interference patterns?] how to share love, without 
judgement, as they who know rapport, have without recourse shared at 
every moment, with those with eyes to see or not, as they say. Pepère and 
Pappa, I thank you both with everything I am. 
 
 
(hanky provided a work-around and so...) 
 
 

Meanwhile, back at the ranch: 
 
 Andrea and I, also investigated our own particular life force passions 
to heal this planet and all life upon it, the reason why Andrea and Kenneth 
created PTDO in the first place, and why I and others in our society, were 
intrinsically drawn to that healing energy field, like a young bird to flight.  



 Now, and in this moment, with further consideration, I know without 
doubt, that building a foundation using rapport as my primary 
presupposition, or building block moving forward, in moment-to-moment 
awareness of how I view, react or act, when facing all of the apparent 
issues within our global society of man, and without said society, both seen 
and unseen, that I will continue to expand my embodiment of rapport 
within and without, healing myself and those I meet and interact with 
to a greater and greater level and degree, only by my will and by spaced 
repetition actions as I study the interdependent whole-system of 
something so basic, we commonly (unconsciously) term, rapport.  Rome 
wasn't built in a day, as they say.    
 

What about the rose of colored threads? 
 

 This awareness of how to inner work, was another opening door to 
my embodiment of moment-to-moment awareness and how so-called seen 
and unseen energies (thanks Majette! {majette_1755}  - GRWT Series Vol. 
6 & 9) heal through the power of my conviction and actions under said 
conviction spaced over time (illusory or not), by my intent, will and my 
deeds. 
 In other words, I knowingly know more now, that it is only by doing 
the inner work I do to comprehend how for example, my inner standing of 
rapport with respect to my inner standing of color, and how all that factors 
into the equation of healing myself and the world around me and that there 
lies before me, if only I am willing to reach out my hand and touch and 
truly see what is, and then do, the simple and only solution to finding all I 
seek and thereby as well, seeing more clearly through the illusion, is doing 
inner work. 

   It is the solution or helping hand that I was searching for, and 
which drew me to PTDO, so, unless I act with this presupposition and 
diligence of inner work embodied into knowing consideration before I 
"act," in each "moment," I will only continue my traumatized existence, 
blind and lying to myself regarding who I am and I will therefore never 
heal myself, or those around me. My intent, will and my inner work 
therefore, is directed at and through all of me, expanding outward and 
inward, to no longer embody the enemy construct in the belligerence of 
traumatized certitude. 
 
 
 Color is something that cannot be described with our limited 
language, hence spoken or oral language is a limiting factor to building 
rapport and thereby, Life.  Rapport is Healing Energy and that is why it is 



indescribable.  It "is" color, in that it focuses all healing energy. And my 
growing awareness that this healing essence of color remains unseen to 
those without eyes to see, eyes which I now am healing into seeing more  
clearly, spurs me forward, like a good swift kick in the ass, to share my 
experience, because I now know why for example, that when I wear yellow 
I feel more energized;  why I have such an inexplicable it seemed, 
attraction to the healing power of our Sun (father) in the sky.  It turns out 
via inner work regarding my healing colors rose, that I have rapport with 
the colors yellow, pastel blue and pastel salmon (pink, I'm a man so I wear 
salmon...lol)  
 This growing awareness of color, rapport and healing, as inter-
dependent whole-systems, is why I placed "my" rose of living colored 
threads, at the beginning of this self-portrait, to allow it's healing resonant 
field to wrap me like a comforter, swaddling me in the quiet bliss and 
sanctuary of its healing power fused with soul searching harmonies, 
proclaiming to all who hear, the words Love, Me and Do in mantra, sung by 
all I am, in full orchestral power conducted by my 3-pillar-knowing 
awareness, thereby transmuting all the arguably separate parts into a 
directed stabilizing field of healing energy, working together as protection, 
fortification, and acting as foundation and sanctuary for the 3 pillars of 
who I am.   

 Being equity, I also chose to place my rose at the beginning of this 
self-portrait synopsis in gratitude, remedy and consideration, for all that a 
beautiful soul we call Juliana, has so generously offered to share with me 
(us all), shared without consideration of recourse, beyond knowing she 
was healing, truly communicating with another, as is her passion.  But also 
to show that inner work will lead you seemingly all over the place, but it all 
fits together; merely consider how and why the same idea(s) appear, from 
moment-to-moment, day-to-day.  And know that as you dig deeper into 
consideration of these ideas, you will heal, transmute the trauma into 
embodied action, and guess what, that idea, will seemingly disappear if you 
are truly healed of the trauma.   
 If not, it will pop in to say hi in the future, a sign that you've 
embodied into action much of the message the idea sent you off to consider, 
but there is now seemingly one more piece of the puzzle to add, like how it 
fits with this other piece, a connection you have as yet to consider, or 
consider fully, into embodiment and action. 

 My 3 pillars?: my Higher-Self, my Heart-Self and my Gut/Body-
Self.  All three of which are continually building and manifesting rapport 
within and without of me, if I only listen, learn then embody into knowing 
action, the signs they send me with each breath I take. 
 I'm only now beginning the journey of embodying the results of my 
investigation and learning with respect to my comprehension of the 
healing powers of color and it's right on time.  Thank-you again 



juliana_1973 (our Keybase nick-name for you) in Australia and your 
wondrous, in mutual benefit sharing, of all your healing wisdom and 
experience, helping me find "MY" healing colors and helping me to better 
understand their power and open, honest, life-giving example of rapport, 
which made it so much easier for me to embrace with alacrity, the healing 
powers of color and how each of us have our own healing colors, and that 
when we knowingly embody that energy and commit ourselves to its 
healing power, through our will, intent and spaced repetition actions, we 
do heal ourselves and in direct and equal proportion, those around us.  
[In the Notice and Update team chat folder you will find a list of all of the 
health and wellbeing groups like:  health_wellbeing.living_threads 
(Weaves the threads of the endless dance of life.) Send your request now, 
to panterra.pca and join the team and all of the other wellbeing team 
'chats', like Reiki, Reiki, Meiki I think it's called?  ...Wait, it's 
health_wellbeing.reiki_with_mike, anyway, where we gather in the 
sanctuary, protections and immunities of PTDO/KOD, and all share in the 
benefits of inner work on all levels, seen and unseen (Majette Holographic 
Kinetics), by merely honestly sharing our own journey as presupposition.] 
 
 
 Wrapping up this calibration of rapport, 'slyly?' presented as a 
synopsis self portrait, transmuted into treatise, on how to no longer 
embody the enemy construct in the belligerence of traumatized 
certitude, a.k.a, inner work, please consider :  
 The hidden treasure of inner work, is it's simplicity.  You start with 
one idea or thought, or 'incident' in your life, and then without judgement 
only to build rapport, thereby understanding, let your body, mind and soul 
(higher self) lead your investigation, or allow them to offer avenues of 
further investigation and consideration, and this will often end up, where 
your thoughts and feelings lead, to what appears to be a totally different 
issue.  This opens the mind to seeing how there is no polarity, it really is 
one, as you seek to understand then embody the results of your 
investigation, to see the connection of one thought, let's say, to another.  
Or, why when I think this thought, I get a weird sensation in my physical 
body? And, once healed, the physical sensation is gone, if ever the thought 
arrives into our awareness in the future, giving us needed feedback on our 
success in building rapport. 
 
 In this co-creator's case, I need to fully consider: Why when they told 
me never to stare directly at the Sun, and I somehow within me knew 
better and where that knowing originated?  Why, my inner work has 
matured into now knowing why my attraction to my healing color yellow is 
so strong, and that perhaps, by being told not to look at the Sun, it was a 



sign, my sign to read?  Did they know it would not heal my calcified pineal 
eye link from this 3D incarnation to my Higher Self? Is this a real matter of 
concern?   
 As you can tell, there are many reasons why more investigation and 
consideration is needed on my part, my sign will come when I'm ready, I 
just need to act.   

Building Rapport between your Higher-Self, your traumatized mind 
and body - inner work, is how we heal.  These pillars form the triangle of 
who we are, and are arguably separate whole systems, but combine them 
and let them communicate freely, and watch out, all of your 'dreams' 
manifest before you.  Just be wary of what you dream.  Is it you, or that old 
traumatized you? 
 

Knowing is embodied by moment-to-moment awareness of establishing 
and then building rapport and rapport is only expanded without limit, 
by our calibration of said rapport, not the behavior/dis-ease we are 
healing.  Rapport = Healing, there is no separation. Where have I heard 
that, again? 
 

 Did you learn to walk without trying?  Of course not, so why not 
try doing inner work, what really is there to lose.  The truth is, there is 
everything to gain! A healthy full life. 

 
 I encourage anyone who receives an invitation to appear on the 
GRWT Series (Healing), to step up (stand) with the excitement of learning 
and knowing to embody, how the unlimited benefits of healing are 
manifested. How?  Merely by facing oneself, better if done before so-called 
others, which is truly possible only by stepping into life backwards,* and 
saying goodbye to the old traumatized behavioral, non-life patterns and 
loops, we thought of as, Life.   
*Ok, that I know where I've heard that, it's from that guy on YouTube, 
what's his name, thanks, but I mean the other feller....Thank-you 
Kenneth! 
 
 Thank-you Andrea, for all you are, all you do and all you share; 
know that I am no longer the same man, because of my willingess to 
embody your so generously shared wisdom.  Only colors can describe what 
the mind-blowing value of our continuing Rapport, means to me, all of me. 
(where's hanky?)  There is solace and healing power within and without by 
the release of non-life attachments. 
 



 
"Love"   "Me"  "Do"   

  
 Three pillars that don't seem difficult to embody?  And now that I 
know how, it is very simple after all...listen to my thoughts, emotions and 
my body as I run through all of the permutations possible, exploring 
within and without, what messages and lessons can be found using the 3 
simple words Love, Me, Do.  Love Me, Me Love, Love Do, Do Love, Me Do, 
Do Me.   
 

I am, I heal, simply by sharing my love inside and out with all life on this 
planet, Our Mother Earth. 

 
 

 Love Me Do 

 
christian_741 

xoxo 
to my unlimited PanTerran Family. 


